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Coronavirus

What Explains Rising Cases Among the
Vaccinated?

In a prior article, this author has covered how mRNA Covid vaccine has been demonstrated to alter the
function of toll-like receptors (TLRs). It was hypothesised that the functional change may be connected
to anecdotal reports of both an increase and change in cancer presentation. In addition, because of the
importance of TLRs in recognising foreign invaders in the body, including viruses, those changes may
lead to an increased risk of infection, including SARS-CoV-2, and may hamper the safe resolution of said
infection.

This article will introduce to the reader the concept of Innate Trained immunity (ITM), and speculate how
this may be playing an important but generally unrecognised part in the battle against Covid-19. By
drawing on current infection data; vaccine-induced alteration of TLR function; and ITM, we will
tentatively expand the original hypothesis.

Innate Trained Immunity
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Innate Trained Immunity

For a signi�cant time, the fundamental understanding of the immune system separated it into two
broad categories: Innate & Adaptive. The innate part was usually �rst in to the battle against infection
but was considered non-speci�c, in that it did not possess a speci�c memory of the foreign invader. It
had not adapted to it, and was more of a blunt instrument, albeit e�ective. Innate immunity can clear
infection without inducing long-lived adaptive immunity antibodies

On the other hand, the adaptive immune system, takes a while longer to respond and learn how to
speci�cally and more e�ciently deal with the invader, generating highly speci�c memory antibodies.

Vaccination aims to stimulate that adaptive response so that if you become infected, the immune
system will be primed to speci�cally deal with it:

The innate and adaptive arms of the immune system interact, in reality, in complex ways and both need
to function optimally in order that we remain healthy and free of disease.

More recently, the view that components of the innate immune system did not possess adaptive
functions has changed and, indeed, there is an adaptive function. That is important because it may
indicate that a potentially lethal �aw in our immune system – that the adaptive immune system can out
compete the innate immune system, and leave us vulnerable to viral adaption - may be mitigated.

The mechanics

How does the innate immune system generate adaptive immunity? One word - Epigenetics:

However, there are problems with vaccination in this context, as adaptive, speci�c antibodies out
compete the broader (less speci�c) antibodies deployed in the innate response to infection.
Which, of course, is the intention of being vaccinated: so that a more speci�c antibody response
can more e�ectively deal with the infection. So why is it a problem? If the virus you have been
vaccinated against, signi�cantly changes, then the speci�c adaptive antibodies generated to �t
that virus by the vaccine, may not recognise it as well as before, and fail to neutralise it. In
addition, the broader innate response, that may have been able to deal with the changed virus, is
crowded out by the adaptive response, leaving you vulnerable to signi�cant infection.

Conrad Waddington introduced the term epigenetics in the early 1940s.[1] He de�ned epigenetics
as ‘‘the branch of biology which studies the causal interactions between genes and their products
which bring the phenotype into being.’’[2] In the original sense of this de�nition, epigenetics
referred to all molecular pathways modulating the expression of a genotype into a particular
phenotype. Over the following years, with the rapid growth of genetics, the meaning of the word
has gradually narrowed. Epigenetics has been de�ned and today is generally accepted as ‘‘the
study of changes in gene function that are mitotically and/or meiotically heritable and that do not
entail a change in DNA sequence.’’[3] The epigenetic modi�cations described in current literature
generally comprise histone variants, posttranslational modi�cations of amino acids on the amino-
terminal tail of histones, and covalent modi�cations of DNA bases.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279396/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0285-6#ref-CR4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0285-6#ref-CR5
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0285-6#ref-CR7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0285-6#ref-CR6
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0285-6#ref-CR8
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2791696/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2791696/#R1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2791696/#R2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2791696/#R3
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Simply put: Epigenetics is the study of control mechanisms of genes, that are inherited from one
generation to the next. Of note, Epigenetics speci�cally references inherited control mechanisms that
alter the expression of genes, and not inherited genes.

This is an important distinction and describes a vital process, without which, the Human Race would not
have survived. For example, if a tribe moved from a very hot climate to a very cold climate, and they
relied solely on their genes to adapt, it may take generations for the most e�cient genes to aid survival
to be selected. Too late for the tribe. But if the control mechanisms could up-regulate certain genes and
down regulate others to �nd the best adaptive �t, quickly, then survival is better assured.

Epigenetics represents a widely accepted set of mechanisms:

One of the earliest indications of epigenetic changes, was work done on Woolly Mammoths and
Neanderthals:

Would it not be a logical conclusion, therefore, that the immune system also possessed an ability to
adapt epigenetically – even the innate immune system?

Dr Mihai G. Netea writes in The epigenetic ghost of infections past:

… by which organisms respond to the environment by regulating phenotypic plasticity and life
history transitions. Understanding the e�ects of environmental control on phenotypes and �tness,
via epigenetic mechanisms, is essential for understanding the ability of organisms to rapidly adapt
to environmental change.

Professor Barkai and his colleague, Meidad Kislev, analyzed three case studies in order to examine
the possible existence of molecular resemblance in the adaptation processes of Neanderthals and
woolly mammoths …

“Our observations present the likelihood of resemblance between numerous molecular variants
that resulted in similar cold-adapted epigenetic traits of two species, both of which evolved in
Eurasia from an African ancestor,” Kislev said.

In the past decade, work from our group and of many colleagues showed that epigenetic
reprogramming of innate immune cells and their progenitors is the molecular basis of trained
immunity. Histone acetylation and methylation modulates chromatin accessibility and
transcription e�ciency in trained myeloid cells and natural killer cells (Saeed et al., 2014;
Sun et al., 2009), whereas long non-coding RNAs function as transporters of histone
methyltransferases within a topologically associated domain. Metabolic rewiring in the cell
ensures provision of the substrates for these reactions, and various metabolites of the Krebs cycle
function as modulators of the epigenetic processes. These e�ects have now been demonstrated in
myeloid cells in the blood and tissues, as well as in haematopoietic stem cell progenitors in the
bone marrow The �eld of trained immunity is young and much remains to be learnt

https://academic.oup.com/icb/article-abstract/60/6/1469/5848649?redirectedFrom=fulltext
http://www.sci-news.com/genetics/neanderthals-woolly-mammoths-cold-adaptation-genes-07078.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-021-00605-z.pdf
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Important genetic control mechanisms such as methylation and acetylation are rapidly reprogramming
how our genes are expressed, in order to adapt them to the current infectious environment. Just like
they did for our ancestors.

Lau et al in Epigenetic control of innate and adaptive immune memory demonstrate the e�ects of
those epigenetic controls:

Current data

Presently, we have plausible biological, epigenetic mechanisms that support an expanded view of the
immune response in general and innate immunity, speci�cally. But what of current data?

Below is a graph depicting the relative risk reduction of Covid-19 cases between the vaccinated and
unvaccinated. It is based on English data including vaccine uptake in the population:

Fig 1. Percentage Relative Risk Reduction In Vaccinated versus Unvaccinated Per Percentage Vaccine Uptake.

bone marrow. The �eld of trained immunity is young and much remains to be learnt.

Clonal expansion and immunological memory are hallmark features of the mammalian adaptive
immune response and essential for prolonged host control of pathogens. Recent work
demonstrates that natural killer (NK) cells of the innate immune system also exhibit these
adaptive traits during infection …

Overall, our study reveals the dynamic nature of epigenetic modi�cations during the generation of
innate and adaptive lymphocyte memory.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6225771/
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The yellow trendline with a high R2 demonstrates that the higher the percentage of vaccine uptake, the
less protection one has against acquiring Covid-19. From left to right also re�ects younger to older

cases, a consequence of vaccine roll-out re�ecting older age groups being vaccinated �rst. The graph
was generated from age-strati�ed data comparing the risk of Covid-19 between the vaccinated and
unvaccinated. So, as we move from left to right, the vaccinated are at higher risk of infection and Covid-
19 compared to the unvaccinated.

The graph shows that as more of the population is vaccinated (green arrow), the vaccinated are
protected less and are at greater risk of infection compared to the unvaccinated (red arrow)

One explanation that may arise to explain the decreasing trend-line (yellow) is age. As the increase in
vaccine uptake from left to right would re�ect the vaccine roll-out: older �rst; younger last. But each plot
re�ects strati�ed age data: vaccinated and unvaccinated matched by age groups. So, as vaccine uptake
increased (and presumably the longer one had been vaccinated) the risk of infection and being a
Covid-19 case also increased, compared to the unvaccinated.

Another reason for the di�erence between vaccinated and unvaccinated may be waning antibodies.
Although waning antibody protection after vaccination does contribute to the poor results of the
vaccinated, it doesn’t explain them completely.

If it was just waning antibodies, then the graph plots would show a levelling-o� of risk between the
vaccinated and unvaccinated; it wouldn’t show an increased risk for the vaccinated. Something else is
happening here.

Pattern Recognition

From a prior article we discussed how toll-like receptors detect foreign pathogens, raise the alarm and
activate the innate immune system. We also noted that a key paper by Dominguez-Andres et al
demonstrated that:

That being the case, are we seeing it play out in current Covid-19 data? We term that negative
hampering of TLRs, Immune Tolerance; the opposite of adaptive trained immunity.

On the other hand we know from published literature that naturally infected and recovered Covid-19
case are showing trained innate immunity.

Interestingly, recovery from the infection is accompanied by long-term transcriptional, epigenetic and
f i l i i f ( l ll d i d i i ) i d i h i h i i

The response of innate immune cells to TLR4 and TLR7/8 ligands was lower after BNT162b2
[P�zer mRNA] vaccination’ …

This may hamper the initial innate immune response against the virus, as defects in TLR7
have been shown to result in and increased susceptibility to COVID-19 in young males (Van Der
Made et al., 2020). These results collectively demonstrate that the e�ects of the BNT162b2
vaccine go beyond the adaptive immune system and can also modulate innate immune
responses. [Emphasis added].

https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/stabilising-the-code
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.03.21256520v1.full.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41556-021-00689-8
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functional rewiring of monocytes (also called trained immunity), inducing changes in the innate immune
responses after COVID-19.

Could it be that the unvaccinated are bene�ting from trained immunity and the vaccinated are being
hampered with immune tolerance? And is that su�cient to change the course of disease in the
vaccinated versus unvaccinated populations?

Mortality

One of the confusing problems with the data was the apparent decreased mortality rate of the
vaccinated, whilst the infection rates seemed to be moving in the opposite direction. Alarming
suggestions of Marek’s disease aside, it just didn’t make sense.

However, this recent analysis by Professor Fenton may shed some light on that:

Given the above, is a clearer picture perhaps beginning to form? Are the vaccinated, that appear to be
starting to show both an increased rate of Covid-19 cases and, from Professor Fenton’s analysis,
mortality, compared to the unvaccinated, su�ering from a vaccine-induced modi�cation of vital, innate
immune mechanisms?

If so, are the unvaccinated and vaccinated populations diverging: is one becoming more
immunologically trained, bene�ting from greater protection from Covid-19 disease and death; and the
other, immunologically tolerant, and doing worse?

There is abundant evidence now that natural immunity is robust and long lasting by comparison to
vaccine-induced immunity. But we are told that is it bene�cial, even if recovered from natural infection,
to be vaccinated. This author’s view, given the above data alone, not even considering the exhaustive
analysis beyond the scope of this article, does not support that conclusion. Relying on a temporary
increase in antibody levels as justi�cation to get vaccinated after infection fails to take into account the
complexity of the immune response, and may be detrimental.

Are we surprised, therefore, to read the following from Eurosurveillance:

Our analysis has discovered that over 10 million people are missing from the PHE/ONS analysis
and 1,236 deaths that occurred during week 26 are also missing. The vaccination status of this
group is unknown. Furthermore, by reverse engineering the estimates from other ONS sources we
have discovered that the PHE/ONS mortality report is underestimating the number of vaccinated
people, from an approximate total of 39 million, by over 2 million people. Similarly, we believe the
ONS may be underestimating the number of single dose vaccinated people by just over four
hundred thousand. Given this, there is the possibility that as many as 22 million people, in week
26, were unvaccinated rather than the 9.5 million reported. Our analysis clearly suggests that,
when compared to ONS death �gures from week 26, all-cause mortality (UMR) for vaccinated
people, compared to unvaccinated people, is certainly higher in single dosed individuals and
slightly higher in those who are double dosed.

The COVID-19 diagnosed cases were transferred on the day of their diagnosis to a COVID-19 unit
on Ward B which operated as a mixed ward because of the small number of COVID-19 patients in

http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~norman/papers/inconsistencies_vaccine.pdf
https://brownstone.org/articles/79-research-studies-affirm-naturally-acquired-immunity-to-covid-19-documented-linked-and-quoted/
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2021-10-vaccine-doses-boost-antibody-airways.html
https://www.eurosurveillance.org/content/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2021.26.39.2100822#html_fulltext
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Does vaccination abrogate the protection a�orded to a naturally infected and recovered person, that
tends not to be re-infected? An important question, but the above report does not �ll us with much
con�dence, also noting that the HCW was wearing full PPE.

In summary

Developing evidence suggests that an intrinsic component of the innate immune system called toll-like
receptors, tasked with recognising and activating the immune system to respond to bacteria and
viruses, may be altered after vaccination. That alteration may hamper the immune system’s ability to
detect and act appropriately against SARS-CoV-2 — inducing, in part, an Immune Tolerance, and
increasing the risk of signi�cant infection.

The innate immune system, contrary to prior held views, can ‘remember’ past infections demonstrating
a crucial adaptive ability called Immune Training and is essential to �ght infection.

Current data may highlight vaccine-induced Immune Tolerance as a divergence between vaccinated and
unvaccinated populations, with an increase in case and mortality rates amongst the vaccinated
compared to the Immune Trained unvaccinated.

on Ward B, which operated as a mixed ward because of the small number of COVID 19 patients in
our hospital at the time. Half the ward was dedicated to COVID-19 patients, with dedicated sta� in
full PPE, while half remained a regular ward. The index case was treated on transfer day by a

healthcare worker (HCW) who had recovered from COVID-19 a year earlier, and was
vaccinated once, as per Israeli guidelines [5]. Three days after transfer day, this HCW attended
a room in the regular ward with three patients of whom two developed symptoms compatible
with COVID-19 2 days later and tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. Contact investigation on Ward B
identi�ed a total of 19 COVID-19 cases by SARS-CoV-2 PCR: 10 sta�, including the aforementioned
HCW, eight patients, including the three above, and one family member.

The calculated attack rate among all exposed patients and sta� was 10.6% (16/151) for sta� and
23.7% (23/97) for patients, in a population with 96.2% vaccination rate (238 vaccinated/248
exposed individuals). [Emphasis added].

Dr Mike Williams is a medical consultant, operating in private practice.

Dr Mike Williams
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